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241191110658653 241191170758691 241191270378832 241193120946138 241194240156812
241191120745398 241191170759882 241192170777455 241193150335093 241194240265382
241191120791539 241191170763224 241192170972577 241193190459678 241194240684859
241191120811650 241191170908376 241192240266746 241193240031526 241194240902767
241191120827197 241191171096032 241192240487730 241193240123341 241194260848675
241191120896963 241191190936636 241192300248523 241194110758703 241194270111594
241191130649692 241191191127772 241193120554141 241194120771743 241194300027705
241191130765910 241191220572091 241193120583397 241194120822012 241194300166120
241191150853765 241191220824498 241193120595522 241194120839484 241195120468656
241191150983234 241191231049803 241193120643300 241194150559516 241195130321575
241191151011412 241191240121533 241193120673260 241194151034014 241195160309175
241191160355071 241191240193764 241193120787474 241194190531860 241195240074347
241191170337190 241191240490170 241193120789048 241194190714310 241195250392442
241191170414746 241191240504491 241193120803670 241194191052078 241195250469668
241191170445298 241191240658956 241193120915819 241194191058461 241195260507285
241191170496107 241191251087875 241193120922339 241194221141453 241195270472460
241191170660690 241191260714129 241193120930044 241194231084943 TOTAL-84

List of Candidate shortlisted for Replacement Document Verification 1 (Pay Level-5)

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS

RAILWAY RECRUITMENT BOARD :Mumbai

CEN 01/2019 – NTPC  (GRADUATE AND UNDER GRADUATE POSTS)

Date :03 May 2024                                                                                                                          Chairman/RRB/Mumbai

1.0: Candidate bearing the Roll Number listed herein under have been provisionally shortlisted for the Replacement  Document Verification (RDV 1) for the posts notified in Pay Level – 5, based on the 2nd stage CBT 
held on 09.05.2022  and Typing Skill Test held on 12.08.2022 and 27.08.2022 and the priority for various posts furnished by them in the online application. This list of shortlisted candidate for RDV 1 is published in the 
RRB-Mumbai's website , subject to availability of eligible candidate. 
2.0: The Replacement Document Verification (RDV 1) will be held on 14.05.2024  and  Block date for absent candidate is on 21.05.2024. With the publishing of this result on official website it shall be treated as 
communication regarding document verification stands completed. However, in addition to this an e-mail will also be sent to candidate to download their e-call letter in case due to any technical error if e-mail is not 
received even though the candidate should attend document verification as per schedule given in this result. 
3.0: Candidate may note that after successful completion of RDV 1 , he/she will have to undergo Initial Medical Examination at the nominated Railway Hospitals located in the jurisdiction of RRB Mumbai. The 
candidate is required to come prepared to stay for three to four days. Candidate has to pay the prescribed medical fee of Rs.24/-. Accordingly, Candidate has to come prepared for RDV 1 and medical examination.No 
second chance for document verification and  initial medical examination will be given if the candidate remain absent on the scheduled date for  document verification and medical examination. 
4.0: The shortlisted Candidate for RDV 1 should produce all the original documents along with one set of Xerox copies in A4 size as detailed in the CEN and e-call letter.
5.0: Candidature of all the shortlisted Candidate for Document Verification is purely provisional and is liable to be cancelled, at any stage of recruitment or thereafter, in case of any inconsistency / deficiency in the 
data furnished by them in their online application or any malpractice on the part of Candidate coming to the notice of RRB at any stage of the recruitment process. It may be noted that merely calling a candidate for 
Document Verification does not entitle him/her in any way to an appointment in the Railways.
6.0: While every care has been taken in preparing the list of Candidate shortlisted for Replacement  Document Verification 1 RRB reserves the right to rectify any inadvertent error or typographical/printing mistakes. 
RRB regrets for the inability to entertain any correspondence from unsuccessful Candidate.
7.0: Important: Beware of the touts who may misguide the Candidate with false promises of getting them selected for the job on illegal consideration. The recruitment process in the RRB exams is fully computerised 
and the selection is based purely on the merit of the Candidate.
8.0: Candidate is advised to regularly visit RRB’s official website for the updates.
9.0: The Roll Number of provisionally shortlisted Candidate for Replacement Document Verification 1 which is fixed on 14.05.2024 are arranged in ascending order and not in the order of merit.  
10.0 The candidates who were already empanelled in Level 5 in any of the category (3,4,5 & 6) are not considered against replacement vacancies as per notification para no. 1.11.

Roll Number of Shortlisted Candidate (RDV 1) for 7th CPC Level in ascending order (not in order of merit)
Level 5

--------End of List--------
Total Number of Candidate shortlisted : 84


